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Fpga Implementation Of Image Compression
A leading expert in Image and Video compression IP Cores, Alma Technologies provides high quality, proven reliable H264, JPEG, JPEG2000, JPEG-LS implementations

Alma Technologies | Provider of ASIC and FPGA IP Cores
Imaging Software and IP. Microsemi offers various IPs to reduce the development time of the video application using the PolarFire, SmartFusion2 and IGLOO2 devices. Block diagram shown here highlights some of the available IPs for PolarFire that can be useful for image processing and display applications.

Smart Embedded Vision | Microsemi
In computing, Deflate is a lossless data compression algorithm and associated file format that uses a combination of the LZ77 algorithm and Huffman coding. It was originally defined by Phil Katz for version 2 of his PKZIP archiving tool. The file format was later specified in RFC 1951. The original algorithm as designed by Katz was patented as U.S. Patent 5,051,745 and assigned to PKWARE, Inc...

DEFLATE - Wikipedia
Prior to 2010, Xilinx offered two main FPGA families: the high-performance Virtex series and the high-volume Spartan series, with a cheaper EasyPath option for ramping to volume production. The company also provides two CPLD lines: the CoolRunner and the 9500 series. Each model series has been released in multiple generations since its launch. With the introduction of its 28 nm FPGAs in June...

Xilinx - Wikipedia

Lina Karam's Homepage
Below is a list of free Microsemi IP cores for use in the Libero SmartDesign IP graphical design tool. Libero Evaluation, Silver, Gold, Platinum and Standalone Licensing includes a bundle of Microsemi IP cores, as shown in the table below. These IP are available with Libero SoC PolarFire, Libero SoC Design Software and Libero IDE, where they are supported for the selected family.

FPGA IP Cores | Microsemi
Innovative Energy Savings Using GZIP IP Within IoT Devices (D&R IP-SoC 2015 Paper) In this paper we look at how IP cores for hardware GZIP/Deflate based data compression and decompression can significantly reduce power consumption in large categories of IoT devices.

GZIP/ZLIB/Deflate Lossless Data Compression IP Core from ...

Image Texture Feature Extraction Using GLCM Approach
For example, if you plan to perform built-in-self test (BIST) functions to drive interfaces, you can plan to use a UART interface with a Nios ® II processor inside the FPGA device. Whether you are creating a complex FPGA design as a hardware engineer, writing software for an embedded processor as a software developer, modeling a digital signal processing (DSP) algorithm, or focusing on system...
Intel MAX 10 FPGA Design Guidelines
Note: Red color – first image is more sharper, than second. Green color – second image is sharper than first. MSU Blocking Metric. This metric was created to measure subjective blocking effect in video sequence.

MSU Quality Measurement Tool: Metrics information
Below is the list of video processing filters (research VirtualDub versions) developed in our lab. Commonly we are developing filter families.

MSU Video Group / Video data filtering and compression
Intel is an early entrant into the market with a fully VESA-compliant DisplayPort Intel® FPGA IP core v1.4. The DisplayPort IP core has the following features:

DisplayPort Intel® FPGA IP Core

Techno Mathematical Company
emCompress is a compression system that is able to reduce the storage requirements of data that must be embedded into an application.

emCompress | SEGGER - The Embedded Experts
TestMAX DFT is a comprehensive, advanced design-for-test (DFT) tool that addresses the cost challenges of testing designs across a range of complexities. TestMAX DFT supports all essential DFT, including boundary scan, scan chains, core wrapping, test points, and compression.

TestMAX DFT Comprehensive, advanced design-for-test (DFT)
A powerful and highly configurable test automation flow provides seamless integration of all Synopsys TestMAX capabilities. Early validation of complex DFT logic is supported through full RTL integration while maintaining physical, timing and power awareness through direct links into the Synopsys Fusion Design Platform.

Test Automation solution for innovative test and diagnosis
A CAN protocol bus controller IP core that performs serial communication according to CAN 2.0A and 2.0B; CAN FD Flexible Data (ISO and Bosch); and the Time-Triggered TTCAN specifications. Proven through CAN Open Plug Fests and production use.

CAN FD Bus Controller IP Core | CAN-CTRL CAN 2.0, CAN FD ...
CMSIS-DSP: Fast implementation of digital signal processing. Developing a real-time digital signal processing (DSP) system is not trivial as the DSP algorithms rely heavily on complex mathematical operations that are even time-critical.

Cortex Microcontroller Software Interface Standard - Arm ...
Akon. Crypto Ransomware has become a popular attack vector used by malicious actors to quickly turn infections into profits. From a defensive perspective, the detection of new ransomware variants relies heavily on signatures, point solution posture and binary level indicators of compromise (IOC).

Black Hat USA 2016 | Arsenal
Andreas Demosthenous Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering University College London tcas1-eic@ieee-cas.org. Deputy Editor-in-Chief. Elena Blokhina
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